Desktop or web?
Clicker or mobile?
Understanding response technology
Response technology is designed to ensure
learner success. However, it can be difficult to
sort through the many options that are available.
TurningPoint interactive polling software supports
both a desktop and a web-based platform, and
allows participants to respond with clickers or
mobile devices. What is the right option for you?
Here is some important information to consider
before making that decision.

Easily poll online
Build and facilitate content online for a
completely web-based experience. When
polling through a TurningPoint account,
questions can be asked online through a
computer, tablet or even a smartphone.

Schedule surveys and assessments
Share interactive content at any time without
the need for a live polling session. TurningPoint
web is the only TurningPoint environment to

TURNINGPOINT WEB

support homework assignments or large-scale
surveys outside of class and meeting times.

A web-based version of TurningPoint, this
platform automatically saves results online
and gives instructors the freedom to provide

TURNINGPOINT DESKTOP

interactive content both inside and outside of a
classroom or meeting.

This is where it all began. TurningPoint
desktop is our flagship software that has

Enhance PowerPoint presentations
Our light add-in lets instructors collect results
online while enjoying the ease of our intuitive
PowerPoint integration.

served millions of clients over the years. As a
desktop application, its primary difference from
TurningPoint web is that content and results are
self-contained to either a receiver or computer.
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Deliver interactive surveys and
assessments
Easily create and ask interactive polling questions
with our industry-leading PowerPoint integration.

Instantly poll over any application

TurningPoint polling software is versatile and
can fit into any environment to help increase
understanding, engagement and retention.
Choose the platform and response option
that is right for you to make every part of your
presentations interactive, collaborative
and memorable.

Poll over top of web pages, videos, documents
or any application using a floating toolbar.

Give self-paced assessments
Deliver assessments and evaluations that
require students to work at their own pace.

CHOOSE THE RIGHT
RESPONSE OPTION
Both our desktop and web platforms allow
participants to use either mobile devices
or clickers. All TurningPoint subscriptions
automatically include mobile responding
capabilities, which enable participants to
quickly and easily respond to interactive
questions from any location with their own
smart phones, tablets or computers.
In addition, we have a variety of clicker options
available. Whether you require something
simple or full-featured, or a device to support
the visually impaired, we have a clicker that
suites your needs. Since our response options
all work in harmony, you also have the option
of a hybrid environment, which gives individual
participants the flexibility to use either a clicker
or mobile device.
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